
Midget RTO – MML/Jr. Returning Player Contingency  

 The intent of this of this process to allow our Midget A1 team to be as competitive as possible, and give 

impactful players who are late releases from MML/Jr. a place to come home to, while also being cognizant 

of and fair to the players who are remaining in Langley and participating in the LMHA RTO.  

 

1. All players must register and pay full fees to LMHA prior to the rep tryout deadline and indicate if 

they are in an MML or Jr. camp, if they have not yet been carded.  Special consideration will be 

given to players who are signed and carded to an MML/Jr. team prior to the commencement of 

Rep tryouts as technically they can not register for LMHA while being carded to another team. In 

the event a carded MML /Jr. player is released late and would like to return to Langley, full fees, 

including RTO fee will be payable before they are permitted to return. In this situation only, no 

late fee will applicable.  

 

2. LMHA’s DOHO will monitor progress of these players and will keep the Competitive Director, 

Division Manager and other appropriate executive members apprised of any developments 

relating to these players as it relates to this process.  

 

3. Uncarded players who are attending MML/Jr. camps will still have to attend the LMHA RTO 

process.  In the case of ice-time conflicts, LMHA RTO players will be excused to attend the camp, 

but must attend at least one RTO skate. If the player states they need to be excused to attend a 

camp, they must provide the camp schedule to LMHA for the absence to be considered and 

approved. If such schedule is not provided, the player will simply be treated as ‘absent’ from the 

RTO ice-time. The LMHA ‘Combine’ will satisfy this one skate requirement. 

 

4. MML/Jr. players released during LMHA’s RTO process will be afforded an opportunity to complete 

the RTO process, and will be placed in a pool at the discretion of the DOHO and Competitive 

Director. Any releases of these returning players once pools have been formed must be approved 

by the DOHO and Competitive Director.  

 

5. Roster sizes at the completion of the LMHA RTO will be capped at 15/15/17 (skaters) for A1/2/3. 

This will allow for 2 potential spots to be held (for potential returning players) in A1 and A2.  

 

6. The (additional) cards will remain open until the spots are filled or until rosters are locked by BC 

Hockey. If it is determined no further LMHA players will be returning before the rosters are locked, 

there may be some upward movement of players from A3 to A2 and A2 to A1. There will be no 

(further) releases down, unless mutually agreed upon by player(s), parents and LMHA Executive. 

Coaches of all rep teams will be made aware of this potential movement possibility, which could 

happen up until the day before rosters are to be locked. 

 

7. Any late releases from the MML/Jr. Camps who are returning to LMHA will be evaluated 

appropriately; determination as to placement on A1 or A2 will be at the discretion of the DOHO 

and Competitive Director, provided there are (still) roster spots available.  


